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Writer’s Memo 

For my visual essay, I decided to create a magazine featuring articles about RealDoll, Martine 
Gutierrez, Barbie and Janelle Monáe. The overall argument of the essay spans across the entire 
magazine, with final connections between the two larger arguments being made in the letter from 
the editor. The order of the articles and the design of the visual essay are crucial to the overall 
argument.  

The first article in the magazine discusses RealDoll and how the dolls blur the line between 
simulation and reality, and what that means for women. The magazine then progresses, and the 
dolls become more life-like until the aesthetic becomes adopted by people themselves. Martine 
Gutierrez, ReelDolls, and Pretty in Plastic show the way that dolls themselves are slowly 
becoming more animated through the lens (photography, TV, film, and social media). The 
articles following about music address how women in music have adopted doll and android like 
personas to reimagine stereotypes about race, gender, sexuality and make commentary on things 
like social media usage. Transitioning from doll to human in the layout, mimics the analytical 
aspect of my paper, and in the letter to the editor I discuss how important the doll/android/cyborg 
aesthetic is. 

Following the peer review session, I made a few changes to my visual essay. When creating my 
rough draft, I was having a hard time breaking free from the mold of the analytical essay and 
embracing the freedom of the visual essay. My group helped me better navigate color and font 
size and how to work with those to make not only a more visually appealing essay, but also still 
make an argument. The other aspect that I revised a lot was the overall order of the magazine. 
While I knew the components that I wanted to put into the magazine, I didn’t fully consider how 
the order of the essay could benefit the argument.  

Overall, the project questions what it means to be human, and how doll/android/cyborg 
aesthetics can be both fall victim to societal oppressions as well as redefine and protest them. 
The images, content order and analytical aspect add to this argument while the colors and font 
create a cohesive aesthetic.  
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